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A guide for hard-working, self-motivated 
individuals who are looking to take the next step 

on their own journey towards success.

SECTION 1: WHO ARE YOU?
Why would you come to franchising? What kind of  people make franchises 

successful? How do some people turn a negative feeling of  business not meeting 
expectations into the driver for success with franchising?

SECTION 2: WHAT IS FRANCHISING?
Understand how a franchise operates in basic terms. Get to know the different 

roles and expectations within the relationship between franchisor and franchisee. 
Gain awareness of  what’s needed for you to acquire a franchise. 

SECTION 3: FRANCHISING COMPARED TO AN INDEPENDENT BUSINESS
What are the advantages of  franchising over going it alone with your own 

company? Why is franchising right for people who have the essential qualities to 
succeed in business. 

SECTION 4: WHY BUSINESSES FRANCHISE?
Is franchising too good to be true? If  franchises have the potential to make so 

much money why not simply expand the business? In short, what do businesses 
get out of  their relationship with you as a franchisee? 

SECTION 5: FINDING THE RIGHT FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY
Benefit from our expert knowledge in the franchise arena. Discover the 

indicators that demonstrate a franchise’s quality and the signs that they are the 
right kind of  company to consider for a potential business relationship. 

CONTENTS

Is Franchising 
Right for You ?
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And where are you going in life? Many people want a change in their 
work, but have no idea how to make the transition to new 
circumstances.   

Explore some of  the common situations that take people to the door of  
franchising. You could feel like you’re currently alone in your working 
struggles, but did you know that there are lots of  people asking similar 

SECTION 1: WHO ARE YOU?

Are you unhappy in your current working situation? 

There are always factors that detract from your occupational satisfaction. When the 
disadvantages outweigh the advantages making a move starts to feel inevitable. 

Whether you are your own boss in a business, a franchisee, a self-employed freelancer 
or sole trader, or working through a career in employment, making a choice to do 
something different is always worrying.  

If  you are a highly motivated individual, turning your back on anything you have 
invested your heart and soul into will always be emotionally fraught.  

Sometimes this decision is unavoidable and it is not always about the money.  

More often than not earnings are simply the end result of  your productivity, but it’s 
something other than this that gets you out of  bed in the morning.  

Pouring your passion and creativity in a business to exceed your personal targets, 
transcending your limiting beliefs, and pushing yourself  beyond what you even 
imagined possible are all traits common to successful people.  

It’s only understandable therefore that the biggest problem occurs when the business 
you’re working with somehow stops you from flying higher.  

When you have built so much structure in a company, so much that works, that helps 
them grow, but you stay static in terms of  your status, influence, control, pay and 
equity this can be too much to take.  

Running a failing business or a franchise is no different. In many cases it might be 
worse.  

Changing your working conditions is never an easy decision
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dream, and whatever will you do if  this shot you’ve taken proves to be a failure? With 
four out of  every five start-ups failing, this happens to a large amount of  new 
businesses.  

Even if  you read the words of  self-help gurus who assert that there’s no such thing as 
failure, simply rungs on the ladder of  achievement, this does not quell the draining 
feelings and negative emotion.  

And if you’re suddenly made redundant, pushed to the side, told that your 
great new idea for bringing in a money making product or service is no good, 
or the dream that you’ve worked so hard for is now failing, what do you 
next? 

This is when many motivated individuals consider taking the leap into running a new 
business. Even individuals who start off  as freelancers often realise that to make their 
financial dreams come true they need to own their enterprise.  

And then the doubt sets in.  

Leaving the comfort of  employment, with its regular pay packets, sales and marketing 
departments, guidance, structure and culture can seem like a difficult change to make.  

Or if  the business is your own then admitting you need help can be daunting and the 
thought of  going back to employment is almost unthinkable.  

Fortunately there is another way.

When you own a franchise it’s like running your own business whilst getting some of  
the same support you would receive whilst in employment.  

You are free to receive the rewards of  your hard work. As you grow your part of  the 
franchise, there is no ceiling to the equation where effort equals rewards.  

The franchise company will do many of  the business tasks that we don’t enjoy. Like 
advertising, brand building and most importantly helping you find new business leads.  

Leaving you free to do the vital tasks like organising the business, serving customers 
and fulfilling orders.   

Could franchising be for you? If  you are able to work hard and commit to the long 
term success, but want the benefits of  a supportive arrangement with a steering hand, 
then you should seriously consider it as one of  your options.

Franchising offers you the BEST of all possible worlds
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Think about it. All of  your experiences in life could have been leading you up to this 
point.  

Where you’re free to excel yourself  and finally take the success you so richly deserve 
with both hands. And franchising is going to be the vehicle that takes you there.  

In the next section you’ll find out more details about the structure, roles and 
responsibilities within a franchise arrangement. In short, how does the 
whole system work?  

SECTION 2: WHAT IS FRANCHISING?

Now you’re interested in the potential of  a franchise business, giving 
you many of  the benefits of  running your own business with the 
support of  a franchise company.  

What does this arrangement look like? How does it operate? And 
what do the roles involve?  

When most people are asked the question “what is a franchise?” they normally 
reply with a brand name. 

McDonalds. Subway. Costa Coffee. 

All well-known brands that have their home in the high street. And each one is a 
testament to the power of  franchising to effectively grow businesses.  

Franchising has helped thousands of  people in the UK build their own business, 
giving them the power turn their lives into an outstanding success and generate 
millions of  pounds in earnings. 

“The contribution of franchising to the UK economy is  
now reckoned to be £15.1 billion” 

bfa NatWest Franchise Survey 2015

Remember how we said four out of five new business start-
ups fail? Well, four out of five new franchise owners succeed. 
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• Franchise - this is an exclusive license granted by a company to an individual 
or group, allowing them to market their goods or services in a specific territory 
in accordance with their guidelines.  

• Franchisor - the company that offers the license is known as the franchisor.  

• Franchisee - also known as the franchise owner. This is the group or 
individual who have purchased the license from the franchisor.  

The franchise set up is simple. There are four entities in the arrangement. 
The franchisor is the main company. They have suppliers, often with 
exclusive agreements who work with the franchisees.  

The agreement between a franchisor and a franchisee is only a small part of  the 
picture. In a good franchise there is a very strong, trusting relationship between the 
two. 

This usually goes beyond the business definition and legal agreement. 

At the very heart of  this is constant communication and support from the franchisor, 
particularly in the early, most difficult months of  the arrangement, to ensure that the 
franchisee takes the leap and learns how to fly.  

It is this connection that allows the franchise to form a dedicated network throughout 
the country, building a brand and firmly establishing an image of  the company with 
customers.  

Once this relationship is established, what are the roles of  the franchisor and 
franchisee in more practical terms? In other words how does the business actually 
operate? 

• The role of  the franchisee is to consistently represent the business in the best 
possible manner to the customer, in line with the expectations of  the franchisor.  

• The role of  the franchisor is to provide essential business services to the 
franchisee. This should include structure, processes, systems, products, 
equipment, recruitment materials.

Often the bond between franchisor and franchisee is 
a meeting of  minds, a sharing of  ambition and drive,  

and an understanding of  each other’s needs.  
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This cost is usually called the franchise fee.  

It may be that certain territories are valued more highly than others - such as London 
over the North - and this may or may not be reflected in the franchise fee.  

With the world’s biggest franchises there may even be a multi-level agreement, where 
a master franchisee purchases the national rights to operate a franchise in a country, 
and then finds their own sub-franchisees.  

Included in this cost should be a fully comprehensive training and a business launch 
pack.  

Once you have purchased your franchise and it is off  the ground, then there is an 
ongoing cost, paid to the franchisor. 

This is known as the Management Service Fee (MSF) and is generally paid on a 
monthly basis.  

It could be made up as a percentage of  the revenues generated by sales, as a fixed fee 
or even as a mark-up on products purchased through an exclusive arrangement with 
the franchisee’s supplier.  

Collecting this fee is the main part of  the franchisor’s business.  

This the biggest reason why the franchisor is so heavily invested in the franchisee’s 
success. 

A good franchisor will want to give their franchisees the best possible start in their new 
roles and will even be prepared to give basic business support and advice to people 
who have never run a business before.  

It is this above and beyond attitude and dedication that makes small, less well known 
franchises grow into recognised national and global brands. 

When you purchase a franchise, this is usually in the 
form of an exclusive arrangement to operate the 

business within a clearly defined territory.  

“Almost a third of franchise businesses can be run from 
a home office, while nearly 60% of units involve a  

shop or other retail premises” 
bfa NatWest Franchise Survey 2015

Would you like to become part of this success? By forming a special relationship 
with a franchisor you could finally achieve your life goals and business objectives. 
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Next up you’re given a chance to take a look at the benefits of franchising 
over running your own, independent business. When many people have a 
tough or difficult experience there’s often a go it alone attitude that’s 
prevalent from the loss. 

However, the considerable advantages of franchising are often enough to at 
least warrant some interest from even the most determined of independent 
business people. Why? Because running a franchise business IS running your 
own business. 

“Over half of franchised businesses now turn over more 
than a quarter of a million pounds” 

bfa NatWest Franchise Survey 2015

Why should you run a franchise and not your own independent 
business? Do you think it’s fair that you should have to pay a 
percentage of  your profits to a company in order to run your 
business? 

And more importantly, could you be more successful with franchising than with 
running your own business. Isn’t this the most important question - and what does 
that success actually look like? Is it all about the money or is there more to it than 
that?

SECTION 3: franchising over 
independent business

If  you could choose two of  these three human qualities… 

Innovation. Monetisation. Execution.  

Which two would you choose? Which combination do you think would make the most 
successful business person?  

All too often we see laypeople who think that the key to success is innovation and 
monetisation.  

You’ll hear people talk all the time about their amazing idea for making millions. But 
nothing ever happens when it comes to them taking a chance on developing their 
dream.  
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had a great idea. Did they ever?

People point to simple items of  genius, such as the paper clip - but dig a little deeper 
and you’ll discover that there was always a business behind their rise to prominence.  

That’s because anyone who’s truly made their mark in business understands that it’s 
the process and execution of  any idea where the money is made.  

So in answer to our own question, it’s execution and monetisation that are essential to 
success and innovation is actually optional.  

However, often people with execution and monetisation end up working for other 
people. In their own minds they don’t believe they have a good enough idea to make 
their own business stand out? 

If  you can relate to this picture, then franchising is perfect for you. 

The franchisor provides the innovation, whilst you put 
in the hard-work and drive to make money. 

Still many people out there decide to go into business on their own.  

This may be a reaction to working with a boss in the past or a feeling that franchising 
might not be worth the upfront costs needed for a franchise fee.  

However there are a number of  clear benefits of  running a franchise over simply 
operating your own business. 

“97% of franchisee-owned units reported profitability, 
with 56% saying they are ‘quite’ or ‘very’ profitable.” 

bfa NatWest Franchise Survey 2015

• Franchising gives you a proven formula for success - whilst heading out on your 
own with an independent business is often an unproven model. Choose the 
right franchise and it’s a simple process to replicate their success.  

• Get support in sales and marketing - what’s the biggest reason why most new 
businesses fail? Lack of  sales and new orders. Franchising looks after this for 
you. A good franchisor performs all the marketing work necessary to attract 
new customers, establishing brands that are set to gain national recognition. 
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• Achieve the right work-life balance - with your own business it is always too 

tempting to work almost every waking hour of  the day and even weekends. 
With franchising, as you have a steady model for growth, you can often take the 
time off  to relax and enjoy your success without anxiety about the next order.   

• Don’t be on your own - when you are running your own business it is often 
easy to feel isolated without anyone around you who understands what you are 
going through. Franchising gives you access to a whole network of  people who 
are in exactly the same position as you, giving you the support you need to 
succeed.  

When you think about it, there’s every reason for you to choose franchising over 
running your own business.  

Even if  you have stumbled on a brilliant money making idea and you believe you have 
the skills and execution then you could still use franchising as a truly effective way of  
raising the capital to go for this new venture. You’d do this by establishing a proven 
business model initially, before developing the brand into a franchise model in order 
to attract investors.

So if franchising is so beneficial for the franchisee, why do companies adopt 
this business growth model? Why don’t they simply take all the benefits for 
themselves?  
 
Next time you’ll find out the real reasons behind a successful company’s 
move to franchising.

“Banks in the UK have typically favoured lending to 
franchised businesses over other stand alone small 

businesses on the basis that they were much less 
likely to fail” 

bfa NatWest Franchise Survey 2015

SECTION 4: why do companies franchise?

If  you have never heard of  franchising before then you might wonder why 
a successful business decides to use this model to aid their business 
growth. What are the advantages for the company? 

What do they actually gain by giving so much away and why do they do it? 
What is the unseen side of  the arrangement that makes franchising so 
attractive for everyone involved? 
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This is probably the point in the conversation where you’re saying - let me get this 
straight…. If  a company has such a good business idea, then why are they 
letting other people in on it?  

Why don’t they simply follow through their own idea and make all the money for 
themselves? 

Where’s the catch, surely if  it sounds too good to be true, then it usually is? 

You’re right, franchisors are giving away a large amount of  their potential profits to 
generate revenue to their franchisees. But what are they actually getting back?  

You might be surprised at the advantages for a business to franchise.  

The best way to illustrate this is to take a look at a hypothetical growing business. Let’s 
paint a picture of  a business that’s currently doing rather well for themselves.  

They have a profitable enterprise that’s exceeded targets and now has to look at 
growing into new areas and perhaps even taking on new locations to meet targets.  

What’s the best way to go about this? 

They have two options: 

• One way to do things is to move from company into a corporation. The 
directors bring in investors, to help raise capital and the business owns all and 
controls all of  its outlets and offices around the country. 

• Alternatively, they could simply restructure their company, improving their 
current processes by offering a franchise. Rather than finding investors, they 
have to find franchisees who are happy to take on the responsibilities of  
running their own section of  the business.  

And this is the key to why some businesses prefer franchising.  

It might not appear obvious at first, but whichever route businesses decide to take they 
have to employ people to run their enterprise.  

In the first example they even have to share the decision making process with new 
leaders in the form of  shareholders, who suddenly have the ability to influence board 
decisions, and even in certain cases, overrule their judgement.  

That’s not all. These companies also have to rely on new people to carry forth their 
vision. Managers are installed in new locations.  

Can every single one of  these individuals be relied on to carry forth the 
brand with the same energy that made the original venture into such a 
success?  

This is where franchising wins as a business strategy for companies 
looking for growth.  
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Franchisees are owners in the business, without the same rights as shareholders, but 
with the same passion for working hard and achievement as the people who set up the 
company. 

“91% of franchise owners are ‘mainly’ or ‘definitely’ 
satisfied with their franchisor” 

bfa NatWest Franchise Survey 2015

This offers the franchise a number of  distinct and highly attractive advantages: 

• Franchisees will work harder for longer and provide better service for their 
customers from someone who is employed.  

• Because franchisees buy their territory from the franchisor, the company are 
free to use this money to set up the new business, rather than having to seek 
outside investment.  

• Companies that adopt the franchise model are able to grow more rapidly than 
those that try to handle everything themselves. This is very important when 
launching a new product or service and fast, aggressive expansion is required 
to take market share from a competitor.  

• Franchising often dampens the risk involved for both parties. The franchisor 
does not expose themselves to their capital risk, and the franchisee does not 
have to allocate resources to sales and marketing. 

• Franchisees often help develop the brand. Due to their involvement and desire 
to see the company grow, they can help further develop and refine products 
and services. 

After this explanation, you’re now probably wondering why more businesses don’t 
franchise.  

Franchising gives businesses the workforce they need for success.  

It gives them access to leaders who are prepared to invest both financially and 
emotionally in their business.  

It gives them access to leaders who are invested in every sense of  the word.  

What business wouldn’t want that? 

Now you understand why businesses are prepared to give you the opportunity to 
become part of  their growing enterprise, with such clear and obvious benefits on both 
sides of  the arrangement.  

And why you should find a great franchisor who wants to invest their time and 
resource into you. 
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the UK is 621,000, of which 321,000 are in full-time 

employment.” 

bfa NatWest Franchise Survey 2015

In the next section you will get to take a look at the franchise selection process and 
discover how you can find the perfect business opportunity. 

Key areas of  interest will be discussed and you’ll have a chance to understand why 
certain processes and behaviours are so important when you’re looking to work with 
the right franchisor for you. 

SECTION 5: finding the right 
franchise opportunity

You like the sound of  a franchise. You’re thinking that you might be able to 
make the jump out of  an unsatisfactory working situation that’s not giving 
you what you want into business ownership. This is your first step on a 
journey into a world full of  potential. 

Regional Distribution of Franchise Owned Businesses 
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operating in the UK” 

bfa NatWest Franchise Survey 2015

Now you have opened the door, there’s a lot of franchises out there. With 
many businesses looking to expand using the franchise model and work with 
motivated people like yourself, how do you gauge their quality and 
professional nature?  

When you’re looking for the right franchise opportunity, one of  the most important 
things to recognise is that your relationship with the franchisor will be at the heart of  
your business. 

Any franchisor worth talking to won’t simply try to sell you a franchise.  
 
They’ll want to work with a genuine individual who is hard-working and prepared to 
invest a large amount of  time and energy in helping their business grow.  

For this reason you should always avoid any franchisor that’s trying to sell you a 
franchise.  

The franchise selection process is about a meeting of  minds and shared objectives. 
This is the development of  a long term relationship, not a simple business one shot, 
money making opportunity.  

This makes it essential for you to understand and appreciate what it is that makes a 
great franchisor.  

• They have to be great at finding franchisee candidates. Franchising is a 
competitive industry and it is vital that a franchisor can attract the right people 
to grow their business and brand.  

• A solid and proven program of  support for new and existing franchisees. A 
good franchisor will be prepared to take responsibility and help franchisees 
achieve their goals. Each small success builds to create a successful franchise. 

• Strong links and bonds between the franchisee community. Communication is 
key to overcoming shared difficulties and common problems, this is reinforced 
through celebrating wins and being open and honest about losses.  

• Promotion of  a solid, identifiable brand. In order to grow the sales and 
marketing side of  the business, the franchisor must be prepared to spend a 
significant amount of  their revenue to secure new business leads.  

If  a franchisor cannot demonstrate a degree of  competence in these four areas, in our 
experience it means they will reach a maximum growth ceiling.  

At this point there’s a very real danger that the franchisor stops growing and as they 
say, in business standing still is as good as fading away. 
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Be prepared to take a considerable amount of  time reviewing the franchises available 
online.  

After you have selected some types of  business that appeal to you, research and find 
out the options available to you.  

Most franchises have a large amount of  literature available, both about their products 
and services and about the franchise opportunity. Take advantage of  this information.  

Ask yourself  if  you could see yourself  working in a particular industry. If  a sector 
doesn’t appeal to you, then no amount of  returns will make you happy in the long 
term.  

Once you have identified an attractive franchise, one of  the best indicators of  the 
quality of  their offering is their franchise selection process.  

• Fully honest communication about your expectations. From the moment you 
meet a franchisor they should be trying to qualify what it is you want from the 
relationship. If  they don’t firmly believe that they are able to meet your goals, 
then they should end the recruitment process.  

• They need to understand what success looks like. Franchisors should have a 
profile of  their ideal franchisee candidate in terms of  personality, background, 
life experience as well as the capital necessary to purchase the franchise.  

• A no pressure arrangement. A good franchisor understands that this process is 
actually only the first step in a long-term arrangement. They won’t want to 
rush you into a decision, when what’s required is genuine, lasting commitment.  

• There’s a clear signposting of  the next step. You’ll be told what’s going to 
happen next and supplied with any information you need in the interim. This 
way you will understand exactly where you are in the overall process.  

If  a franchisor is prepared to accept anyone with enough capital to join the franchise 
this is a negative sign. 

Without checking there is a shared vision for the business, there is likely to be a falling 
out or remorse at some point in the future of  the relationship.  

This will ultimately damage the chances of  the franchise’s success. And any franchisor 
that’s not concerned about the small successes won’t be able to achieve the big 
success. 

Written by Kieron Bain 

Commissioned by Granite & TREND Transformations


